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‘There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear…’ 

 

‘And your ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, this is the way, 

walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when ye turn to the 

left.’ 

-THE HOLY BIBLE 
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June 13, 2044 

Since his father sent him the package of books two months ago, he had 

been too busy to open it. He was not the kind of person who read books just 

for the sake of it. This weekend, bored from sitting alone in an empty house, 

he decided to open the box and check out the stack of books hidden away 

in the protective carton. 

There were all sorts of book in the box, from jotters and notes to novels but 

one black diary stood out. 

‘Son, you must read this’ was written on a card attached to the diary. 

He wasn’t still interested but just to be able to affirmatively answer his dad 

when he asks, he decided to, at least, read the opening pages. 

The pages were worn and torn at the edges while the first page was 

addressed to a certain ‘Hannah’. 

‘My dad wrote this for mom? I don’t understand’, John asked the empty 

basement. 

If his dad did all that to get his attention, clearly, he succeeded. 

He flipped the first page and opened the second. 

‘This diary contains all the details of my interactions with Hannah, right 

from the first day I met her.’ 

He always knew his dad wanted to be a writer but he couldn’t imagine him 

keeping records of his bachelor days and especially of how he met his wife. 

He flipped on to the very first page of the diary proper… 
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1. 

Monday 4th May, 2015 

******** 

The day I met Hannah seemed just like another day for me. 

Seated quietly in my usual position in my classroom, I plugged my 

earphones and shook my head to Chris Isaak's popular soundtrack 'Life 

Will Go On'. 

I had my book in front of me but I knew I wasn't actually reading. I am not 

one of the 'blessed' people who can listen to songs and read at the same 

time. It fails every time I try it since I like to focus on the lyrics of songs I 

listen to. 

I was still in my struggle to balance the two activities when a girl walked in. 

Okay, I have been warned not to refer to young women as 'girls', so let me 

call her a lady. 

This lady walked in but I am not one to turn my full glance in the direction 

of anybody who walks in. I have a theory that it is the reason people keep 

wearing high heels even when it is evidently uncomforphonele for them.  

I only spied at her through the corner of my right eye. 

I must confess; she is my type.  

Maybe because of my upbringing, taste or mentality, I have always only 

been attracted to ladies without flamboyant hairstyles, wearing skirts and 

using little or no earrings. And she fitted perfectly into this picture and 
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more. Her blouse was sky blue in colour and she wore it over an 

ash-coloured flowing skirt that stopped just below her knee. I don't know 

who started that combo but it has always been so spot-on. 

Anyway, with all this peripheral compatibility between me and her, I 

maintained a straight face, even extra-careful lest she caught me watching 

her. 

I blinked away the sight of her and tried concentrating on my book and 

music but after some few seconds, my mind returned to her as I started 

rehearsing how to describe her beauty to Yomi once I return to my room. 

Yomi and I always love to spend time extolling natural beauty and 

analyzing characters; such discussions eventually culminate on the topic of 

marriage. 

But my short rehearsal was cut short when I noticed her movement towards 

my general direction. 

I bent my head as ever and kept my face expressionless- careful not to give 

any of my admiration away. I even pretended to write but later when I 

looked at what I managed to scribble on the back page of my Virology note, 

what I actually wrote was 'Beauty is in the eye of...'. 

I guess I was more love-struck than I thought.  

I hadn't finished writing the quote when she got to where I was sitting. 

She waved at my face, signaling with her fine long fingers that I excuse her 

for some minutes. And then pointing to her ear, she suggested that I remove 
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the earphones. 

I spread my lips and smiled gently like a baby as I obliged. My mind was in 

absolute wonder and disarray as I pondered on what it was she wanted. I 

could audition for any advert that requires teeth-opening and sheepish 

smiling and get the part.  

'Hello, you are Victor, right?' 

'It was now getting more interesting, she even knew my name. Is today my 

birthday? Has heaven finally opened my marriage file? What it actually 

going on?' These were some of my wild thoughts as I stared at her.  

'Yes, I am Victor James. Good afternoon'.  

She took her seat beside me and settled down like someone who has a great 

message to deliver.  

'How can I help you? And how do you know my name?' I asked her, filling 

the momentary silence. 

'Don't be afraid, I am not here to arrest you. You didn't partake in the 

recently exposed bribery and corruption case, did you?' She said and gave a 

soft laugh, exposing her white set of teeth.  

'Oh my word!' I almost shouted out my thought. 

She is not only my type; she is also funny and knows how to laugh. 

'Victor, this is it, this is your better half', I could hear a soft spirit whisper to 

my very soul.  

I laughed out too and asked her name.  
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'Hannah', she answered.  

'So Hannah, how did you know me?' 

She laughed again, this time looking into my eyes and I was beginning to 

think she might have heard me speak before- either as a guest speaker or as 

an emcee. I was pretty sure she knew me well, at least by reputation. 

I kept my smile on as I waited for the answer.  

'How did she know me?' 

I tried all I could to calm my beating heart and forced my mind to stop 

asking why my fingers were twitching.  

I think she noticed my unsettled demeanour as she brought her head closer 

to mine and whispered, 

'Can we talk privately, maybe outside’?  

I glanced around, hoping no one saw her face so close to mine. It may 

damage my gentle-single-guy reputation. 

As soon as she finished the words, I sprang from my seat and could only 

manage to hold my legs from running out before her. 

The heat I was feeling on my back and palms was enough to iron a shirt, 

I'm sure. And Till now, I can't really tell why I was so sweaty. Maybe it was 

this godforsaken weather anyway. 

Shoving one of my shaking hands in my pocket, I directed her toward the 

door in the manner ushers do in church.  

I guess the skills I learnt as a head usher in my undergraduate fellowship 
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finally paid off. 

As soon as Hannah turned her back to me, I shook my head and swiped my 

left arm in the air.  

I was angry at my strange shyness or whatever the feeling was.  

With all my boasting on social media, I cannot even sit comforphonely 

with a girl just because I find myself liking her.  

'Victor, you are seriously falling your Facebook friends' hands', a part of 

me whispered. 

Tope, my classmate, who had been sitting two phoneles away all the while, 

caught me muttering to myself and winked knowingly at me. 

Tope is one of those friends who, though very single, offer ceaseless 

prayers for me to fall in love and marry. I knew he would eventually tell all 

our coursemates that I am in love even though he didn't see any signs.  

Or maybe he did; I don't really know. 

I smiled and mouthed a long hiss at his direction as I returned my attention 

to the beautiful lady in front of me. 

Without a care in the world and her heavy hair bounded behind her and just 

above her neck with what seemed like a flower, she walked on in front of 

me. Her footsteps; not even making a sound.  

As we approached the entrance, without warning, she turned her head to 

look at my face and caught me smiling and my hands scratching my long 

nose.  
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Nose-scratching is a habit I indulge in anytime I am deep in lovely and 

pleasing thoughts.  

Immediately I saw her face, I dropped my hands and smiled innocently like 

someone whose mom caught opening a pot of chicken soup. 

She just smiled, chuckled and turned her face. 

I was convinced she was enjoying my helpless predicament and the 

dreamy look in my eyes.  

Well, after what seemed like a year, we finally got out of the classroom and 

found two empty chairs placed just beside the flowers. 

'Even the angels have prepared the chairs before me in the presence of...' 

'Are you alright...?' 

My wayward thought was cut short by Hannah's serene voice. 

She kept on that sweet smile of hers and, seeing that I just stared at her 

without any attempt to answer, continued her question.  

'...why are you looking at me and smiling like that?' 

I didn't even know I was smiling. 

'Is there anything you want to still ask me?' 

I wanted to ask a lot of questions but my throat became strangely dry and 

for the first time in a long time, I was short of words. 

I found myself asking if, indeed, she is a Christian. Most Christian ladies I 

know are usually reserved and humble-looking.  

I noticed her questioning look and knew I had to come up with an answer 
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to her question. 

'I am alright', I finally was able to mumble.  

'It is just that it has been a long time since I saw someone like you'. I 

explained further, collecting myself.  

'Someone like me, how?' She asked, still smiling that smile that renders me 

weak and defenceless.  

But I strengthened myself and continued speaking.  

'Yes; it has been a long time I saw someone so fine' 

I didn't want to use 'beautiful' so I don’t sound like all those carnal 

'toaster-brothers'. 

At least, I didn't think what I was doing can be termed 'toasting'. I was just 

speaking the truth from my heart. 

Hannah smiled and I think I caught her eyes blink two or three times in 

quick successions. 

'Is she blushing?' I wondered.  

Seeing her uncomforphonele gave me more strength as I rediscovered my 

lost strength and confidence. 

So I advanced in my love-reeked speeches and uttered what I have never 

told any other person. 

'Besides, I have never believed in love at first sight until today.' 

Immediately the words left my mouth, I knew I should not have uttered it. 

It should have just stayed as a thought in my head. 
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To say the truth, I never meant to say it. 

But the deed was done. 

When I told her I never believed in love at first sight until that day, she 

looked at me cursorily and after some seconds, she laughed. 

'Victor, you are even funnier in person than Facebook'. 

I was very relieved she took it as a joke. 

She then told me about many of the posts she had read on my Facebook 

wall, especially the funny ones. 

'But we are not friends on Facebook' I pointed out. 

I know all my Facebook friends and was certain she wasn't one. 

'Yeah. I stumbled on one of your posts a friend shared and since then, I 

have been following your posts.' 

'But you know you are a comedian, right?' She said. 

I smiled shyly and mentioned that I write serious posts too. 

'Have you not read my Mike and Sarah stories before?' I said in my 

defence.  

She said she hadn't read them and told me she only got to know about me 

early the previous year. 

'So why haven't you sent a friend request?' I probed. 

'I just like to view from afar off, didn't want to get too close'.  

I looked at her suspiciously and asked if she is also a student of my school. 

'Nope. I only came around to enquire about the Masters admission 
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processes in this school.' She informed me. 

'I finished what I came for this morning and I'm returning home now. I am 

on my way to get a bus out of school. I saw you when you came out of your 

class as you were talking with your lecturer. When I first saw you, I didn't 

even believe it.' 

'I already knew from your posts that you stay in this school but I never 

thought I would see you'. 

I calculated and realized she had been staying outside my classroom for 

close to ten minutes. 

After the class we had, I met the lecturer and we walked out together. The 

Prof was answering some questions I asked. 

'So you've been here all the while? Why didn't you come in since?' 

By now, I had become accustomed to her sweet smile that I just smile 

whenever she did. 

She smiled and made a certain face. 

I think she was deciding between telling me her reasons for hesitating to 

come in specifically or giving a general answer. 

I saw her rubbing the back of her left hand and I laughed as I realized she 

was no longer so bold. 

I didn't know when I laughed out as I enjoyed being at the other side of the 

feeling. 

I think she also knew what was going on in my mind. 
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She finally looked up at my face and shook his head while still smiling. 

'You just want to put me in a tight corner abi?’ 

She laughed as she said the words and shook her head again. 

I was very happy she understood my humor and I laughed again. 

'Anyway, I will tell you why I didn't enter your class immediately I saw 

you'. 

'I was gathering courage and also confirming if it was really you'.  

I was very surprised, happily surprised at her sincerity. 

I remember thinking to myself, 

'This sister is really marriageable'. 

Between the time I laid my eyes on her and this time, she had been able to 

mark my mental checklist of what I want in a wife. 

I pushed that wayward thought to the back of my mind for future 

deliberations and returned my mind to Hannah. 

I really looked at her closely so I could accurately describe her to Martha 

when we see. My younger sister, Martha is the one person who holds most 

of my secrets. 

Hannah is not that tall, I think if we stand side by side, the top of her head 

will stand close to my jaw. She has a very good smile that exposes just a set 

of her teeth. And unlike mine, her nose is just the right shape and size- not 

too long, not too short- just long enough to take in the air she needs. 

And then there are her eyes- this is where she is peculiar. There exists this 
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skin line below her eyes that makes her look very innocent. You know how 

the eyes look whenever we just woke up? That is how her eyes are. Not 

bulging or swollen, just a certain difference in architecture compared to the 

rest of us. 

'I think I should be on my way now' she announced out of nowhere. 

'I-I-I'm sorry for staring' I quickly apologized as I thought she was 

offended by my constant gaze. 

But seeing her smile, I knew I did no wrong. 

'Not at all. You know I still have a very long journey ahead of me. I need to 

get to the park'.  

I heaved a sigh of relief as I stood up and offered to see her off. 

We walked the short distance from my class to the tarred road where buses 

to the school gate parked. 

It was such a sweet walk. 

If I was an Isrealite trekking to Egypt, I would never have complained or 

murmured against anything. 

I could walk that way round the world and never tire or sweat. The short 

trek was that heavenly. 

And the way we walked, talked and laughed on the way, anyone passing 

would have thought we were in courtship- only different is we weren't 

holding hands. 

Regretphonely, we reached the bus park earlier than I imagined and she 
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took her place in the bus. 

My 'Gentleman Spirit' kicked in and I dipped my hand in my pocket to pay 

the twenty naira fare.  

It was a disappointment for me. 

I searched both the side pockets and the back pockets but found nothing. I 

couldn't even find my ATM card; just in case the driver had a POS 

machine. 

I shook my head and slowly raised my head as I realized I left my bag with 

my wallet back in my class. 

But Hannah understood.  

As the bus kicked into life to go on, she laughed and said, 

'Facebook Storyteller without money, I will tell your Facebook friends'.  

I laughed and offered my hand for a last handshake but before she could 

take it, the bus drove off. 

She looked back from the car and waved at me. 

I waved back and made a sign with my fingers that I would call her.  

It was then I realized we never exchanged phone numbers. 

I quickly ran after the bus to see if I could stop the driver and collect her 

number but the bus was far gone by then. 

I stopped in my tracks and almost cried. 

Standing by the road with a forlorn look, I realized that throughout our 

short walk, I just joked around and made her laugh. I never asked her the 
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important questions. 

I didn't get to know about her and the only real information I had of her 

identity was her name, 

'Hannah'. 
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2. 

Tuesday 12th May, 2015 

******** 

So mom, that is my story. Her name is Hannah, we met, I liked her, we 

talked but I forgot to collect her number and I still regret it till today'. 

I sat in front of my mom, explaining to her my recent escapades with love 

and the error I made. 

I could see from her face that she felt my sense of loss.  

It was the same facial expression she makes every time she watches the 

scene of a movie where a character suffers. 

Since I came home to visit my parents, I have not had much time to speak 

with either of them. This night presented an opportunity. 

I never really tell my mother things about my love life but this issue came 

up by chance. 

She was looking at the pictures on my phone when she stumbled upon the 

picture that I took with Rita in front of my class. 

She smiled when she saw how we stood and posed for the picture like a 

cute couple. I knew where she was heading with the knowing smile she 

gave me, winking one of her eye too. 

'No jor, mommy. That is Rita. She is just a friend, a very close friend but 

nothing attached. She just likes to trouble me'. I reassured her. 

'If you say so', she told me still smiling. 
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It was that day I realized my mom too wants me to hook up as soon as 

possible. 

'So if it is not this Rita, who is it then?' My mom asked out of nowhere. 

I tried to cover up the question with a joke but she would have none of it. 

So I had to tell her the story of Hannah. 

After I was done with the story, she kept silent for a while and then asked, 

'Why didn't you collect her number?' 

It was the same question everyone I regaled the story to had asked. 

I am not one to show emotions in front of my mom but thinking about her 

question, I dropped my head in my hands and mumbled a low 'I don't 

know'. 

Mom touched my shoulder, trying to encourage me.  

'Don't worry Victor, God will take control' 

'If she is yours, there will be a way'. 

My mom seldom gave me relationship tips except she had just read the 

Christian Women Mirror publication or listened to a 'strong' marriage 

message. 

But this time, she gave it anyway. 

We sat silent in our deemly lit sitting room and the silence gave me ample 

time to recover from my soberness and resume my conviviality. 

'See how we are sitting and looking as if we are waiting to be served The 

Lord's Supper', I joked.  
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My mom laughed. 

She knew what I was trying to do but wouldn't let go. 

'Why is this Hannah so different from every other lady you have met?' She 

probed further. 

I laughed again and recalled the sweetness I felt being in Hannah's 

company. 

'She is not better or more beautiful than them mommy. It is just that within 

the few moments we shared, I had this feeling that the world is complete 

with her'. 

I never knew I would ever utter such words to my mother. 

I thought about the kind of response she would have given me if I made the 

same statement some ten years ago. 

My back would have taken a long time to recover its architecture from the 

'hot' slap she would have landed on it. 

I guess time really changes everything. 

I could see the smile on my mother's lips so I went on describing what 

made Hannah so wonderful. 

'Her smiles just made my heart flounder' 

'I don't know if I will ever find someone I will love so easily like Hannah'. 

I was starting to feel the regret creeping back in. 

'I don't know mom'. 

Recalling the memory we shared and realizing I might never see her again 
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made my soul ache. My heart became heavy and weak. 

I longed for another chance to see her and tell her how I feel, and how I'd 

like to spend the rest of my life with her. 

'I have never seen you like this', my mother's words brought me back to 

life. 

'What do you want to do about it now?' She asked.  

I had not thought about the question ever since. I was too busy wallowing 

in regret to think about what to do. 

'Well...' I began cooking up a strategy to get Hannah back into my life. 

'I guess I can search her out on Facebook and reconnect with her'. 

'But that will take a lot of time and data'. I complained, already 

second-guessing the idea. 

My mom looked at me, shook her head and said, 

'Victor, time and data, you will always have but a chance to meet your life 

partner, you may never have.' 

It was a soft rebuke but it left its mark on me. 

'Goodnight', mom stood up and left me alone in the sitting room. 

'Yes ma, it is well'. I replied as she went out the door. 

So there I was. Alone. 

I took up my phone from where mom left it and opened Facebook. 

On the search icon, I typed 'Hannah' and clicked 'Search'. 

Within seconds, over ten results popped up- almost all of them having one 
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or more mutual friends with me. 

Scrolling through the list and silently praying she used her picture as the 

profile picture, I glanced at each of the faces. 

But it was to no avail. 

I never knew there were so many people going by the name 'Hannah'; I 

have always thought it is uncommon unlike Victor, Emmanuel or Grace 

which are like the National name of my church members. 

After going through about thirty names, I stopped and decided to use 

another approach. 

I remembered she mentioned a friend shared my post and that was how she 

got to know me from Facebook. 

So I made a mental note of those who have ever shared post. I knew it 

would be a post on marriage or spiritual matters since I have come to 

realize people find those more worthy of sharing. 

So, using the Facebook App itself, I went back to my old posts especially 

the ones I saw were shared a number of times. 

I looked up the name of those who shared and then scrolled through their 

friend list. 

This took me nothing less than two hours and by this time, my battery had 

reached 62 percent from the 100 percent it stood before we put off our 

generator. 

At exactly 12:33 am, I clicked on a female friend's name and scanned 
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through her list of friends. I remember the exact time because I was feeling 

drowsy and almost quitting. But when I checked the time, I stayed put and 

decided to keep trying till 1 am. 

I scrolled through the myriad of faces on her friend list and there I saw, 

looking back at me, with that same smile that melted my heart and three of 

her teeth showing, the wonderful face of Hannah. 

I laughed and covered my mouth with my free hand lest I shout. 

When I sent Hannah a Facebook Friend Request, I had very high hopes she 

would accept it within the hour. 

'Afterall, we had a nice time when we met', I encouraged myself. 

Imagine my utter disappointment when I took a nap and woke up, yet she 

had not responded. 

I decided to keep my calm and allow everything to fall in place naturally so 

I decided I won't check to see if she had responded. 

But with all my professed self-will and discipline, I couldn't control myself. 

I kept coming on Facebook, checking to see if she had accepted it. 

It got to a stage I promised myself I won't even log on to Facebook 

anymore. 

So for that day and the next, I didn't update my status. 

It was the longest two days of my life. I started and finished two novels 

within that time to distract my mind from the thoughts of Hannah and the 

fate of the friend request I sent. 
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As early as 6am the next day, I switched my phone back on and after about 

a minute the network successfully booted and notifications and messages 

started pouring in. 

Without checking any messages, I opened Facebook. 

As I waited for it to load, I subconsciously counted the number of holes 

that are slowly filled with the white colour before all Facebook Apps 

eventually open. 

There are five of them.  

It's a wonder how the human mind works when it is searching for answers. 

As soon as the App opened, I saw that I had a message, a friend request and 

thirty three notifications. 

That day was the first day I got angry at people who tag me to their pictures 

when I am not even in those pictures. 

I had to sieve through the list of 'irrelevant' notifications until I saw a 

notification of an accepted friend request. 

But sadly, it was not Hannah's. 

When I opened her profile again, I still saw that it noted 'Friend Request 

Sent'. 

What's worse? I saw that she shared a post on her timeline that very 

morning. 

'How could she come on Facebook and not accept my friend request', I 

queried. 
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'I should cancel the friend request altogether'. 

Still in the midst of my betraying thoughts, my mom knocked on my door 

and announced it was time for family devotion. 

I didn't attend the previous day since I stayed up late, reading my novel 

thus, I couldn't wake up early enough. I knew I could not miss two days' 

devotion in a row, or else my mom would tell me things I do not like to 

hear . 

So I stood up and went for the important family ritual. 

If it was Matthew they read that day or Malachi, I will never be able to say. 

My mind was far away from the mount of Olives. 

I used the time of the devotion to roll the matter in my mind and I 

developed a lot of theories on why she wouldn't want to be friends with me 

after the lovely time we had together. 

And then it struck me, 'what if she is not interested in me as a friend but as 

an entertainer.' 

This question persisted in my mind for a long time. I have had a lot of 

examples with things like that in the past. People who were only interested 

in me as a talker but not on a personal level. 

My doubt easily dissipated as I remembered that very innocent and sweet 

smile she gave me. 

'That face does not resemble who can do any wrong', I tried convincing 

myself. 
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'Maybe she is one of those people who don't bother to attend to friend 

requests and just leave them to pile up'. 

As I made one excuse for her after another, I realized I had fallen deep in 

love with her and the love made me blind to her fault. 

I knew I should tell myself the truth and be frank but I enjoyed the love 

feeling better. 

I was lost in my own world while the voice of my sister read the bible 

passage for that day. 

But I wasn't interested. 

I recalled Hannah's face again and smiled as I hoped she accept and maybe 

we can marry someday, eventually. 

It is funny- the kind of thoughts that creep into one's head when in love. 

I was almost imagining the day of our wedding when it hit me. 

'Have I even prayed about this matter'? 

That was the first question that opened the door for other relevant ones. 

'What if she is almost married, single but not searching?' 

'What if she doesn't love or even like me?' 

'Everybody likes me', I bounced off that last question as quickly as it came. 

I knew I am a lovable person and coupled with my humor, I can easily win 

anybody's heart. 

But the issue of asking God about it still persisted within me though it 

didn't take long for me to postpone the prayer. 
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After a while making and killing thoughts in my mind, I decided to move 

on and keep waiting for her to accept the friend request. 

Soon, the devotion ended, exchanged greetings and I staggered back into 

my room, still feeling sleepy. 

Lying on my bed in preparation for another round of sound sweet sleep, I 

wrote a post on Facebook and went ahead to read my pending BBM and 

WhatsApp messages. 

I scrolled through my messages, mostly copy and paste 'If you love God 

send to 14 people and receive 14 blessings within 14 hours' kind of 

messages. 

But in the midst of the message list, one stood out. 

'Please answer me' was the most recent message sent by the contact. The 

icon indicated that I had twenty two unread messages from that contact 

alone. 

These messages were from Mary. 

Mary and I were in the same youth church while growing up. We have had 

some good moments together, like the day we trekked to camp meeting 

together and gisted along the way. Till date, it still remains the longest talk 

I ever had with a girl. 

But in 2006, we moved away from their side of town and moved into the 

house we live presently. 

After that time, our friendship became as far as our houses were and we 
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soon lost contact. 

The fact that I also got admission before her didn't help matters. So that 

even at our perennial camp meetings, I attended the adult camp while she 

was still stuck in the youth camp. 

When I graduated in 2012, I met her at one of the camp meetings and we 

exchanged contacts. We spoke for the first couple of weeks after then but 

we soon drifted apart. 

But there I was that morning, staring at my phone as I read all twenty two 

messages she sent. 

She said she would like to be 'serious with our friendship'- those were are 

words. 

She then went ahead to tell me of how we were close and happy together 

when we were teenagers and ended the string of messages with: 

'God brought us together for a reason. Please reply me.' 

Although I have learnt not to jump into conclusions when ladies are 

involved, I couldn't help but see meanings in the messages she sent. 

I sat on my bed, cumbered with a load of care. 

The machines in my head haven't had to work so hard since I wrote my O 

level Mathematics Exam. 

I started typing my reply to Mary's messages as I also hoped and prayed 

Hannah accepts my friend request. 
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3. 

Wednesday 27th May, 2015 

********* 

Two weeks has passed since the day I sent Hannah the friend request on 

Facebook and within those two weeks, my love for her had dwindled 

steadily until I soon forgot the sound of her voice. 

Even to recall her face and gentle beauty, I had to search her through 

Facebook and look again at her sweet smile.  

But the memory was no more as sweet. I began to feel that maybe, our 

meeting has been regretful for her. 

You have to forgive my doubts but I couldn't seem to see any valid reason 

why we would have such a nice time talking and yet, she found it difficult 

to send me a friend request let alone accept mine. 

And the truth is that it wouldn't be the first time something like this would 

happen to me. You have a nice time talking with a lady and then next time 

you spot her, to even say 'Hi' will be hard for her. 

Because I was born in a family of girls, I always pride myself as having a 

good understanding of women but now I am not so sure. 

Whether these ladies feel guilty for speaking with me or whatnot, I don't 

know. 

All I know is after the first time talking, they find it difficult to continue 

what we had started. 
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I have lost many promising friendships through this same way. 

And when Hannah did the same, I was beginning to ask myself if it was not 

a spiritual problem- but I rejected it. I have had one or two female friends 

who have stayed with me over the years. 

With all these, maybe I should not have been surprised at Hannah's 

seeming denial of me but truth be told, I was. 

I kept having this feeling that I have lost something so genuine. As if I had 

a gem on my hands and then it slipped away. 

I guess I am to blame anyway. I should have collected her number when we 

met but I was so carried away with our lovely talk to remember the needful. 

I was invited to speak to some final year students of my University and 

after the Programme we had, I was given a 'Thank You for coming' present. 

In the bus on my way home, I felt this emptiness in me. I just did something 

remarkable; had a nice talk with these people and I really wished I had 

someone to tell how my day went- a companion to share the feeling of 

fulfillment with. 

I know I have Rita and some other female friends who still care to ask but I 

don't think it will feel the same. 

So I decided to do something about Hannah- something to try and reach her 

again. 

When I arrived home, as soon as I dropped the package on my mattress, I 

logged on to Facebook and sent Hannah a message. 
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'Hello, Hannah, do you still remember me?' 

I was already standing up from the bed when my phone vibrated, indicating 

I had a message. 

I was afraid. 

I was afraid it was Hannah. 

When I checked to see, it indeed was her. 

Two weeks without talking with her only served to increase my interest and 

yearning to hear what she would say. 

I hurriedly opened the Facebook Messenger app. 

Even I could see that I was agitated, visible nervous. 

My heart was beating and my fingers were shaking. 

So many thoughts travelled through my mind, 

'What has she got to say after two weeks of not accepting my request.' 

Devil is wicked you know? 

Could you believe that it was this time network became very slow? 

It was this same network that I used this morning to download a funny 

video from YouTube. 

Now that I needed it most, it was failing me. 

The delay only helped to add to my already overwhelming fright. 

I dropped the phone on my bed and walked to calm myself. 

'It is only a lady.' 

'Why am I doing like this?' I spoke some sense to myself. 
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And it seemed to help. 

I was able to wait and collect myself. 

As it became evident the network was conspiring to make sure I fell down 

with nervous agitation, I decided to act. 

I switched off my phone, removed the SIM card and re-inserted it. 

When I switched it on again and the phone finished its short boot, it 

vibrated again, indicating I had yet another message. 

And this time, the network finally smiled on me as I was able to seamlessly 

open the Facebook app and read Hannah's long overdue message. 

I am going to copy and paste her reply here so you can read it yourself. 

'Hello Victor', that was the very first message. 

'It's been a while' 

'Sorry I have not contacted you since then' 

'I didn't have your phone number, maybe I would have called or at least 

send you a message on Whatsapp'. 

'Hello, are you there...?' 

These were the messages I saw when I logged in and it was sent ten 

minutes before I read them. 

I couldn't really believe ten minutes had gone since the time I had been 

battling with poor network. 

As expected, I sent a quick reply. Started it with 'Yes', a short message to 

hold her down online lest she left. 
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I didn't have the nerve to send a long message and risk not having her 

online anymore before I finished typing my message. 

After I sent the 'Yes', I stayed online, staring at my phone as if I was 

checking my name in a Payment voucher after an official had told me he 

couldn't find it and that I should look for it myself. 

I didn't have to wait so long. 

'Okay', her reply came again. 

I started to type my reply and saw her also 'typing'. 

'I have sent you a friend request since two weeks ago, it seems you didn't 

see it.' 

With all my threats and feigned anger, I didn't have the temerity to call her 

to question. 

I guess I am gentler than I thought. 

As soon as I sent the message, her message also arrived. 

'How have you been? Can I have your phone number?' 

Except to type the word, I don't say 'Wow' in reality but this time, seeing 

her asking for my phone number, I shouted 'Wow!' 

I removed my shirt and prepared myself to get down to business and chat 

with her. 

Before I could type further, I got a notification on my phone. 

'Hannah has accepted your friend request' 

'Let's go there!' I said to no one in particular. 
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When I raised my head, I saw that my roommate was staring at me, looking 

strangely with questioning eyes. 

'Guy, how far?' He asked. 

I only smiled and shook my head in reply. 

I didn't bother to explain the feeling of rapture going on in my mind. 

Neither did I even tell him of the butterflies having a nice time in my belly. 

I wouldn't really be able to even if I tried. 

How can you tell someone of your fluttering heart or of the happiness that 

abounds in your soul? 

At this time, there were only two persons in the world, Hannah and I. I'm 

not even so sure I was still in this world. 

'Hannah' was the next message I sent to her. 

In that six-letter word, I sent all the things I couldn't say at that moment. 

I just sent her name, called back to her, and hoped she understands the 

unwritten words. 
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4. 

Thursday 4th June, 2014 

********** 

It was a very cold morning. 

I, like everyone else, covered myself with heavy blanket as I planned and 

replanned how the day would go. 

None of the plans seemed to include me standing up from my bed and 

getting to the bathroom. 

The previous day, like most days since the second coming of Hannah, I 

chatted with her into the wee hours of this new day. 

And like a new wine, the colours of my heart were bright and sparkling. 

Every moment I spent talking with her were like important chapters of a 

book. 

While growing up, especially in my early teens, I had some few passing 

feelings that never lasted, fleeting crushes for girls my age. 

But this was different. I needed no one to show me just how different 

'crush', 'feelings' and 'love' were from one another. 

We were at peace with the world and not even the harsh fingers of cold 

could pry my fingers from chatting with her hours on end. 

And we did more than chatting. She called me just three days after our first 

exchange. 

When she did, she told me she was only trying to check out the 'Call' 
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feature of her Facebook messenger- though that didn't stop us from 

speaking for almost ten minutes. I think we actually used nine minutes, 

forty seconds. 

I told her her I understood what she meant and the next day; I also made the 

same 'mistake' and called her 'accidentally'. 

If there was anything better than her 'handwriting' while chatting, it is the 

sound of voice. 

Though I noted almost everything about her during our first meeting, I 

didn't notice the voice until we spoke on phone. 

Trying all I could to hold on to the voice, I recorded, replayed and analysed 

the voice. 

It was not one of those thin voices that sound so sweet and piercing the 

soul. 

No. 

Hannah's voice was of a denser texture. It was a soothing voice. Those 

kinds of voice therapists have; whose sound suffices to lift away burdens 

and soothe pains. 

That kind of voice that you use in narrations, like scripture readings and 

automated voices. 

Not of high pitch, but of robust quality. 

I know all this sound exaggerated but if you have ever been in love, you 

will understand that every tiny detail looks extraordinary to one in love. 
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I was still on my bed, still planning how the day would evolve, revolving 

around Hannah, when I suddenly realized. 

It was Thursday. 

The previous weekend, I chatted with Mary, my childhood friend and she 

suggested we meet today- Thursday. 

I didn't really have anything to say to her but she was a friend all the same. 

Though I didn't see her the way she saw me, I couldn't bring myself to tell 

her I am not interested. 

I was even grateful she asked for us to see so I can tell her expressly that I 

do not love her or have any plans of settling down with her. 

She is working as a Nurse in the Health Centre of the satellite campus of 

my school but I wasn't really interested in her status. 

After job, the society expects one to settle down and I reckon this is why 

she wanted someone to hook up with and start a relationship. 

All the silent messages and loud signals she had been giving on chats and 

calls, I pretended not to notice any of them as I sincerely prayed she moved 

on. 

That Thursday offered a chance to do all that was necessary and I planned 

taking that chance. 

I sprang from the bed and prepared for our meeting. 

When I checked my phone, she had already dropped a message, 

'See you by 11 dear' she wrote. 
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I have never been comfortable with people finishing messages sent to me 

with 'Dear'. It has always seemed phony to me. 

I wrote a post about it some years ago but through the discussions in the 

comment boxes, we came to a compromise. 

After some hours on the road, I eventually located our meeting place. 

Seated directly opposite Mary, though she was smiling and was visibly 

excited, all I thought about was how her smile was so different from 

Hannah's. 

And when she asked me a question and waited for an answer, I 

remembered how Hannah's eyes had looked when we talked the first time. 

I was hoping Mary would not notice my visibly distracted countenance, 

but she did. 

'What happened?' She asked out of the blue. 

'What do you mean, nothing happened', I readjusted my chair and managed 

a smile as I tried to put her mind at rest. 

Then I tried a joke- my ever present tool. 

'We will share the payment for this food since you ordered chicken instead 

of egg.' I laughed, expecting her to laugh too. 

But she didn't. 

'Yeah, I know I will pay, that's why I ordered it. I'm paying for it.' She 

replied after looking at me strangely. 

I told her I only meant it as a joke and that I had more than enough money 
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on me to pay for both of us but she insisted she paid. 

I know I am still doing my Masters Programme and not working yet but I 

am a man, and men would always like to keep their pride. 

Before I could even offer to pay once again, she called the waiter and 

handed the money to her- paying for even my own food. 

'I understand. Don't worry Victor. I know you are still doing your Masters 

and I don't expect you to have much money.' She told me in consolation. 

I just sat there wondering. 

Right there and then I decided to make myself clear and tell her what I 

came to say. 

Look, I don't know why you asked to see me'. 

I began. 

The cool breeze from the AC over my head seeped through my hair and I 

couldn't help but cool down. 

Since I've known her, Mary had never been that cool and relaxed. If it was 

the AC or some strange magic, I could not tell. 

She sat with her elbows resting on the table and her chin laid gingerly on 

her left hand. I must admit, the way she looked sincerely into my eyes 

pinched away some confidence and bluntness from my speech.  

And despite the coolness of the air and my resolute mind, I lost some nerve 

looking at her smiling as seeming so frail and innocent. 

I don't know if she actually planned it like that but whatever it is she 
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planned was working. 

I am ashamed to admit here and now that I found myself thinking, 

'Maybe she wouldn't be bad as Mrs. Victor afterall...' 

Though I caught myself before the thought went far, I was surprised I could 

even think about a life without Hannah. 

I sat down there, feeling bewitched as Mary seeped some ice-cream at 

interval and then blinked repeatedly like a doll. 

'Whatever!' I shouted to myself in thought. 

Casting aside my melting heart and looking away entirely from her eyes, I 

dropped the bombshell. 

'I hate to be blunt but I'd like for us to make everything clear so that we can 

keep being friends'. 

Having started telling her about my decision, my confidence returned as I 

made to settle everything once and for all.  

'This your serious talk is ''fearing'' me.' Mary interrupted. 

It was her turn to make jokes. I guess she didn't expect me to be as serious. 

My history of always making jokes at serious discussions was catching up 

with me. The rate at which friends have misinterpreted me in the past was 

gradually making me lose that part of me. But then, I decided to break the 

stereotype. 

I wasn't fazed by her smiles or respond to her jokes, I kept my face straight 

and remained resolute. 
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'See Mary, we have come a long way. You have known me for so long and 

I cherish my friendship but...' 

I guess she knew what I was about to say because immediately those words 

came from my mouth, she held up the hand that had been resting on the 

table, signaling for me to pause. 

And pause I did. 

I stopped talking and rested my back against my chair as I waited to hear 

what she had to say. 

'Victor, is there not something we are not saying here?' 

'What is that?' I asked interestedly. 

'Have I told you why I asked to see you? Don't you think you are making 

conclusions too early?' 

Though I didn't like where she was taking the conversation to, I had to 

admit she was right. I had not really given her a chance to present her case. 

So it was my turn to sip cold water from the bottle in front of me as I 

watched her speak. 

'Should I be blunt?' She asked. 

'Blessed are the blunt for they will never be misinterpreted' I answered. 

This time, my humor drew a laugh from her. 

And it was a good laugh. 

I guess I may never be able abandon my jocularity. 

'Okay, thanks'. 
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'I feel I will be happy and contented spending the rest of my life with you'. 

She indeed stated her case bluntly but the way she said it, it sounded like a 

suggestion. 

Though this was exactly what I expected to hear her say, the fact that it 

came from her really put me off balance. 

I have only proposed to ladies in one or two plays I've acted with friends, 

and even then, it had always been a grave thing to do. 

But being on the receiving end, I found out one's heart feels heavier 

hearing it from another. 

'Before you say anything, let me finish' Mary continued pouring her heart 

out. 

'I know this sounds off but you are my good friend and I don't think there is 

need for us to speak in dark speeches.' 

'I have always had something for you and though I have prayed and tried 

all I could to make it pass so we can continue as friends, I haven't been free 

of this lightness and joy that course through my heart anytime I see you.' 

'Last week, when I told my mom about it, she said I should pray and ask 

God for guidance.' 

'I did so and here I am.' 

She ended her talk and from the way she heaved, I could fathom she had 

been keeping the matter in her mind for a while and saying it out gave her 

peace. 
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I am a kind of person that can get into heated arguments over politics and 

academic discussions but I have never been able to get decisive and 

forceful over matters of the heart.  

I have never been one to offer a bad news and break people's heart. This is 

one of the reasons I changed my mind from being a medical doctor. 

And there I was again, pondering how to give her my negative answer 

without bringing sorrow to a friend. 

I think Mary saw my helplessness and dilemma. 

She smiled and told me to take my time. 

'Don't answer me now, please, go ahead, rest, think on this matter and ask 

our heavenly Father for direction. I am sure God will also lead you aright'. 

She sounded like a Pastor counseling and encouraging me. 

I heaved deeply and managed a very troubled 'Amen'. 

After the whole event, we both lost our appetite and left our food 

unfinished. 

Since it was chicken and I couldn't bear the thought of wasting this rare 

opportunity to once again eat chicken, I asked for a take-away pack and 

tucked the meat away in my bag. 

We finally decided to go Dutch for the payment and I returned my part of 

the money as we headed out. 

As I stepped into the bus, heading back, I was lost in my thoughts that I 

totally forgot to even change my phone profile from 'Silent'. 
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By the time I removed my phone from my pocket and glanced at the screen, 

it was a measly single message that awaited me. 

'You remember the surprise I said I have for you? I am in your class right 

now, back to where we first met!' 

As you might expect, the message was from Hannah. I had totally forgotten 

she told me that morning she had a surprise for me. 

She sent some laughing smileys alongside the message but I forgot to even 

smile- or maybe I did, I can't remember. 

I was feeling ragged and dragged. 

Between the excitement of seeing who I so much love again and the weight 

of thinking on a life-decision, I didn't know what to feel. 

'Wait for me, I am on my way there now', I replied Hannah's message after 

some minutes. 

 

A lot can change within two months; especially when it is a matter 

involving the heart and two people in love. 

Someone who I sat down with and talked freely with not even up to two 

months ago, to even look her in the eyes is now more difficult than the 

toughest algebra. 

When I spotted Hannah sitting on the concrete bench under the trees, with 

her side turned to me, I shelved all my thoughts and worry over Mary's 

questions and returned my full attention to her. 
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There is something about Hannah that makes you just want to smile and 

talk to her. She is one of those people no one can really hate. What would 

you dislike about her? 

She has this serene look about her even when not smiling. And when she 

smiles, it gets better. Her calm and peaceful look can melt the strongest of 

hearts. 

Seeing her seated there with her white blouse and bounded hair, she could 

easily have passed for Florence Nightingale. 

She raised her head from her phone when I called her name. 

I had to think twice before calling her- I didn't know whether to put 'Sister' 

before the 'Hannah' but it didn't take long for me to choose, 

‘Hannah’, I called. 

I smiled on seeing her face again after such a while. Even the devil would 

smile. 

'Mr Victor James Wahab’, she called back. 

I have never liked my name being titled- I always prefer just Victor or 

Vikky, and I told her so, albeit with laughter. 

'Are you not the one who wrote the name on Facebook?' She playfully 

retorted. 

'It was even the post you wrote this morning I was reading before you 

arrived.' 

'You know I've told you you should try and make money from this skill'. 
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I was getting embarrassed- as I always do when people talk about me in a 

good light- and I think Hannah also noticed. 

'If you like blush, I will still say what I want to say.' She continued. 

As she went on giving me technical advice and motivating me like a coach, 

I couldn't help but wonder how someone so slender can speak so 

confidently. 

With arms waving as she made her points and facial expressions to drive 

the message home, she didn't even notice I was just sitting beside her and 

smiling. 

And that is what I had come to like about Hannah. She is very open. She 

always told me what was on her mind and shared her thoughts. 

When she didn't understand any of my actions, she always asked for 

clarifications rather than jumping into conclusions. 

'Lord, please, let me marry this girl, please.' I offered the desperate prayer 

to God. 

'Mary is a good person, but it is Hannah I love and want to spend the rest of 

my life with.' 

It seems my plea to God reflected as a troubled look on my face as Hannah 

suddenly stopped talking. 

'Mr. Victor, sorry, Victor, what happened?' 

I expertly tried to hide away my thoughts and smiled at her but she was not 

deceived. 
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'No, you have been strangely silent since, what happened to you?' 

'What is on your mind?' 

'See how you are asking me question as if you are the Status Update icon of 

Facebook', I laughed and replied; still trying to change the topic. 

Though she tried not to, she laughed at the joke and looked into my eyes. 

We held each other's gaze for a split second before I was forced to look 

away. 

'Tell me what is on your mind jor.' I didn't get off so easily. 

We have come a long way in our friendship and she has told me many 

secrets of hers. We have shared pains and worries together and spoken 

about deep things. I realized I just had to come out in the open and tell her 

the truth. 

'Hmmmm...' I started with a long sigh. 

I told her of the challenge before me. How I had to take the risk of going to 

pray, asking God to show me his choice in marriage, knowing full well that 

I already loved her and also knowing I can't but obey and follow God's 

choice if and when He shows me. 

I really didn't plan it but it was when I had finished explaining my situation 

that I realized I had inadvertently told her I love her. 

Throughout our two months talking over the phone and texting, neither of 

us has had the courage to say 'I love you'. 

And it was not because we didn't. 
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The words were just too sacred for me to say prematurely and I don't know 

if she also didn't want to sound too forward. 

When I was done talking, Hannah smiled and heaved too. 

'It is not a small matter', she said after some moments of silence. 

We were now sitting, with hands clasped between our knees and back bent 

forwards a little- looking like old village elders pondering the state of their 

community. 

When I realized how we looked to passersby, I smiled and told her so and 

she laughed. 

She then went silent and I also allowed her to think it through. 

'Well, go and pray as she suggested.' Hannah finally offered her thought. 

'Why are you afraid to pray? I know we have gone far in this our friendship 

but we would have gone to God in prayers before we took any step towards 

marriage anyway.' 

'We are both said Christians and we have always known God must endorse 

our choices before we act on them.' 

'So, I don't think you should be too worried, Victor.' She opined. 

'It is not as if we have even gone far like that. Whatever happens, I think 

both of us can take it.' 

As she said that, from the sombre look on her face, I could see it was not 

easy for her either. 

'Everything will turn out well', she concluded. 
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I think she said that more to herself than me. 

We both looked at each other and smiled, knowing things might change 

between us in a matter of days. 

'When are you going back?' I asked, desperately trying to change the mood 

of our conversation. 

'Are you pursuing me?' She joked. 

She then told me she would be returning very early the next morning after 

submitting her transcript for the Masters application. 

We talked on and on, laughed and joked mostly and after many hesitations, 

we parted. 

As I headed to church for Revival service in the evening, two things were 

uppermost in my mind. 

First was the incontestable fact that I loved Hannah with the whole of my 

heart and secondly, I have to seek counsels and get my answer from God 

and make my choice as soon as possible. 
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5. 

Friday 5th June, 2015 

******** 

If ever I have had any doubts there is a God up there and that he still directs 

people's life, they all disappeared on Friday. 

The answer to my brief prayer for direction concerning who to marry came 

in the most unlikely of ways. 

On that Friday morning, after reading in preparation for my exams until 

5am, I didn't wake up till 1pm. Those who have lived with me know I love 

sleep more than food. The perpetual dimness of my eyes is a testament to 

that fact. 

Since my SIM got damaged the previous week, I have only been able to 

communicate with people through the social media. 

I was supposed to have a group study with my classmates but since I no 

longer had a way to contact them, we chatted on Whatsapp the previous 

night, and decided to meet at exactly 4pm at the front of the school library. 

But something remarkable happened before I got to my destination. 

As soon as I got to the junction that separated the road to the library from 

the path that led through grass to my class, a suggestion entered my head 

that I should deviate from my initial path and head to class. 

Since we were still writing exams, there was no reason whatsoever for me 

to be in my class but the thought in my head just nudged me on. 
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I stopped at the junction and asked why. 

That won't be the first time an impulsive thought will try to change my 

direction. So I decided to obey the sudden and seemingly pointless 

suggestion in my head yet again and see what will happen. 

Immediately I headed towards my class, I realized the strangeness of my 

decision and told myself that if anything worthwhile happened in my class, 

then I would know it wasn't just my mind that led me that way. 

Well, when I got to class, I saw Iyke, my classmate and my project 

supervisor sitting outside the class. The three of us were working on a 

common research topic. 

As soon as they saw me, their visible happiness and shout of my name took 

me by surprise. 

'What happened to your phone number?' My supervisor asked even before 

we exchanged pleasantries. 

Before I could explain that my SIM was damaged, Iyke probed me further. 

'Guy! We have been calling your line since morning. We even went to your 

hostel and they said they don't know any Victor.' 

'I told them you are tall and funny but they looked at me suspiciously and 

said everyone in the hostel is funny.' 

'We also called your classmates and asked your whereabouts, all to no avail. 

We have to get to town to collect new samples.' My supervisor continued 

from where Iyke left off. 
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The way they fired shots of questions at me, one would wonder if I looted 

their salaries. Though I am sure if that had happened, they would have held 

me by the scruff of my shirt. 

As I was finally explaining myself to them, the weighty thought struck me. 

The voice in my heart made me cringe. 

'This means it was not just me that took the decision to come to class 

afterall, is it?' I thought to myself. 

'No Victor, it was God that led you here.' Yet another voice said within me. 

'And it is this same God that led you to Hannah even if you feel you were 

the one making the decisions all along'. 

That last thought would change my life forever. 

'This is it. This is really it.' I said to myself. 

My hands began to shake as I realized what this meant. 

I handed the research proposal to Iyke and told them to excuse me as I 

found an empty seat inside the class and sat down to really take in what had 

just happened. 

At first, it was fear that overtook me. 

'Did God really just sort of spoke to me or what?' 

'Hannah will be my wife?' I asked myself as I stood up and paced. 

I don't know where or how it started but pacing while thinking or talking 

had become a part of me since 2013 when I was doing my NYSC. 

'Hannah is my wife!' I didn't just say it to myself this time, I said it out loud. 
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The last time I was that ecstatic is the day Nigeria won the African Nations 

Cup competition. 

It brings a whole new form of joy when God gives you what even you want 

all along- stamping His authority on your own preference. 

'I am going to spend the rest of my life with Hannah' I kept thinking as 

more joy coursed through my spirit, soul and body and I stood up to meet 

my research teammates. 

'Thank you my Lord, I have always known you love me. I am sorry for my 

past unfaithfulness, you have been so gracious unto me.' I whispered the 

short words of gratitude as I followed my supervisor to his car. 

As we headed out of the school and into town, not even the sudden 

question of what I would tell Mary could dampen my high spirits. 

I picked up my phone and texted her. 

'Hello Mary...' I began. 

It may sound strange but I was not afraid or hesitant to tell her I was going 

with another lady. 

I rushed the typing and subtly told her where I stood and thanked her for 

challenging me to pray in the first place. 

As soon as I sent the message, right there in the car, I bowed my head and 

whispered a soft and sincere prayer for Mary and of course, Hannah. 

'Oh my Hannah' I whispered over and over again as I recalled all the sweet 

memories we shared and all the things that made me love her. 
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Before I met her, I knew I had been missing something, something I had 

never known, but which I felt sure should exist. 

Whether I had seen it in the lives of others, or read of it in novels, or 

whether it was there because it was natural to desire to be loved, I do not 

know. But long before I met Hannah, in my few interactions with ladies, I 

had begun to find that there was something lacking. 

And Hannah had shown me that this something lacking was the one thing 

needful.  

There were also the little things I have always loved about her but which I 

thought were insignificant; and big things, such as consideration for others, 

a sense of humor, and not talking of one's self, and a willingness to trust 

God. 

And now, most importantly, even my heavenly Father had confirmed it. 

 

 

   *************************************** 
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EPILOGUE 

Immediately John read the last word of the black diary, he dropped to his 

knee, still in the basement of his house, and whispered a short prayer, 

‘God, do my own too. Let me find your perfect person for me.’ 

As soon as he was done, he picked his phone to call his dad and most 

especially his mom, Hannah. 

The book opened his eyes, and gave him the answers he had been 

searching for since he became a man. 

All his perplexities and questions about how his parents found each other 

and how they still managed to love each even in the midst of a society 

filled with divorce. 

Now John knows. 

As he heard his mom’s voice on the other side say ‘Hello my son’, he 

smiled and knew he too would meet someone someday who would love 

him and spend her life with him through the years. 

 

 


